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Abstract
Background Most research on adjustment of women
undergoing genetic testing for breast cancer susceptibility
has not followed women for more than 6 months after result
receipt and has not evaluated curvilinear patterns in general
and cancer-specific adjustment.
Purpose This study’s primary goal was to examine the
trajectory of psychological status in women at risk for
breast and ovarian cancer prior to undergoing genetic
testing through 1 year after BRCA1/2 result receipt.

Methods Women in the UCLA Familial Cancer Registry
completed questionnaires assessing psychological status
(i.e., depressive symptoms, negative and positive mood,
anxiety, and cancer-related distress) prior to testing and at
1, 6, and 12 months after result receipt.
Results Of 155 women tested, 117 were BRCA1/2− (96 unin-
formative negative and 21 true negative) and 38 were BRCA1/
2+. Linear mixed model analyses revealed a consistent pattern
in adjustment indicators, such that the groups did not differ at
baseline, but mutation carriers endorsed significantly more
depressive symptoms, negative mood, and cancer-specific
distress relative to non-mutation carriers at 1 and 6 months
after test result receipt (and less positive mood at 6 months
only). At 12 months, negative and positive mood returned to
baseline levels for mutation carriers, and depressive symptoms
approached baseline. At 12 months, the groups differed
significantly only on cancer-specific distress, owing to
declining distress in non-carriers. Neither having a previous
cancer diagnosis nor receiving a true negative versus uninfor-
mative negative result predicted reactions to genetic testing.
Conclusions Genetic testing prompted an increase in
general and cancer-specific distress for BRCA1/2+ women,
which remitted by 1 year after result receipt.
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Introduction

Mutations in genes BRCA1 and BRCA2 [1, 2] have been
linked to a lifetime risk of 35% to 85% for breast cancer and
16% to 60% for ovarian cancer [3–6]. Found in less than
0.5% of the population [6], these mutations are believed to
account for approximately 5% [7] of breast cancer cases.
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The primary goal of this study was to investigate prospec-
tively the psychological impact of BRCA1/2 genetic testing
and result receipt in a cohort of women over a year’s period.

Concerns that women informed of their status as
BRCA1/2 carriers (i.e., BRCA1/2+) would experience
anxiety and depression [8] prompted research to assess the
psychological impact of testing. The majority of research
suggests that most women do not experience sharp elevations
in general distress after being informed that they are mutation
carriers [8–18]. When the psychological status of carriers
and non-carriers diverges after test receipt, this change often
is driven by a decrease in the distress reported by non-
carriers and stable or somewhat increased distress in carriers
[12–14, 17, 18]. Accordingly, Croyle et al. [8] suggested
that undergoing genetic testing can represent an effective
means of coping with a familial cancer history by reducing
uncertainty about risk and providing health information.

Research on change in cancer-specific distress suggests a
somewhat different pattern than that on change in general
distress, with more indication of cancer-related psycholog-
ical disruption upon BRCA1/2+ notification [8, 14, 19–22].
For example, Watson et al. [21] reported that cancer-related
worry and intrusive thoughts increased significantly in
BRCA1/2 carriers 1 month after testing, whereas cancer-
related worry decreased significantly in non-carriers.
Furthermore, women display an increase in stress appraisals
related to medical and family decision making [20] and an
increase in distress and uncertainty specific to their carrier
status [19] upon BRCA1/2+ result receipt. Accordingly, we
hypothesized that cancer-related distress would increase in
women who tested BRCA1/2+ and would decrease in non-
carriers and that general distress would increase or remain
stable in carriers and would decrease in non-carriers after
result receipt. We were also interested in the effects of
genetic testing on positive affect, given accumulating
evidence for its role in psychological and physical health
outcomes [23]. Cella et al. [19], the only known group to
assess positive affect during BRCA1/2 testing, found that
mutation carriers were less likely to report “positive
experiences” (e.g., feeling happy about test results) than
non-carriers 1 month after result receipt.

The health belief model [24] posits that one’s perception
of the benefits of a health-related behavior predicts
engagement in that behavior. A similar causal relationship
between beliefs and engagement is inherent in self-
regulation theory [25], which suggests that confidence in
a situation’s positive outcomes spurs actions to pursue these
outcomes. According to these theories, women who pursue
genetic testing are more likely to believe that they will gain
benefits from knowing their BRCA1/2 status than are
women who do not pursue testing. Such appraisals of
benefits (e.g., information gained), and perhaps concomi-
tant increased perceived control over preventive decisions,

might assist women in returning to their baseline psycho-
logical status after testing. This psychological adaptation
may not be immediate, however. Theories of well-being
(e.g., hedonic treadmill, [26]) and supporting research [27]
suggest that threatening events can perturb psychological
homeostasis for several months, but that habituation to the
stressful event eventually will occur. Most studies of
reactions to genetic testing follow women after result
receipt for no longer than 6 months [8, 11, 13, 14, 16–20,
28, 29] and may not capture this habituation process. The
above theories point to the importance of examining
quadratic trends in adjustment over longer time spans and
lead to the hypothesis in this study that adjustment would
evidence a curvilinear pattern in mutation carriers, with
evidence of a return to baseline by 1 year after genetic testing.

Return to baseline adaptation after a stressor can be
conditioned by personal and contextual factors (for a review,
see [30]). One such factor might be personal history of
cancer. Existing studies often include either women with a
personal history of breast/ovarian cancer (i.e., affected) [20]
or women with no such history (i.e., unaffected) [9, 10, 14,
15, 21, 22]. To date, the direction of association between
personal cancer history and distress during genetic testing
has not been consistent [8, 11, 28, 29, 31]. Becoming aware
of one’s status as a mutation carrier might exacerbate
distress for affected women owing to the accumulation of
stressful events, concern for the future health of oneself or
one’s children, or the stress of associated medical decision
making (e.g., prophylactic surgery). The unaffected muta-
tion carrier, however, also faces future health threat and
potentially stressful decision making.

The nature of the specific BRCA1/2 result also might
affect adjustment. Previous studies often have included
only women from families with a known BRCA1/2 mutation
[8, 11, 12, 14, 15, 22, 28, 29]. The implications of a “true
negative” result, which can only occur in families with an
already identified BRCA1/2 mutation, are different from
an “uninformative negative” result, which might be more
likely to engender appraisals of ambiguity and threat and
hence more prolonged distress [32]. Few studies have
attempted to assess differences in adjustment as a function
of women’s specific negative result [17, 33, 34], and their
findings are disparate. The current study includes both
affected and unaffected women as well as women who
receive true negative and uninformative negative results to
examine potential between-group differences.

Methods

Patients

Participants were 155 women enrolled in the UCLA
Genetic Evaluation Program who sought BRCA1/2 testing.
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They were part of a larger UCLA Familial Cancer Registry
composed of individuals at high risk for breast, ovarian, or
colon cancer. To be eligible for BRCA1/2 testing, patients
were required to meet the following criteria: (1) age 18 or
older and (2) personal or family history of breast, ovarian,
or other cancer consistent with BRCA1/2 heredity and/or
10% prior probability of carrying a BRCA1/2 deleterious
mutation based on published risk assessment data. Of 291
women who were eligible for genetic testing, 213 elected it.
Participants underwent BRCA1/2 testing from April of
1999 through March of 2004 and were deemed eligible for
analysis if they completed at least the 6-month follow-up
(in order to ensure at least one assessment of longer-term
adjustment). Women who tested positive for a variant of
unknown significance (n=11) were excluded from analyses
because too few underwent testing to allow reliable
analyses. Of the 202 women, 146 completed the 1-month
follow-up assessment after genetic result receipt, 155 (77%)
completed the 6-month assessment, and 130 completed the
12-month assessment. Attrition was due to death (n=2) or
noncompletion/late return of questionnaires. Preliminary
analyses revealed that women who completed the 12-month
assessment (n=130) did not differ significantly from those
who did not (n=25) on any demographic or psychological
variable, with the exception of positive mood (M=38.5 for
completers and 34.9 for noncompleters, p=.019).

Procedures

After women were determined eligible for the registry, they
were invited to a risk assessment and genetic counseling
visit with a genetic counselor, in which they also completed
written informed consent and a measure of depressive
symptoms [35]. Women attended a second appointment to
have blood drawn for genetic testing and complete other
baseline measures. Women received one of three test results
(no woman declined to receive her result), given at a third
meeting with the genetic counselor: (1) Women who tested
positive for a known familial mutation were classified as
BRCA1/2+ (positive), (2) women who tested negative for a
known familial mutation were classified as BRCA1/2 true
negative, and (3) women with no previously identified
familial mutation who tested negative for BRCA1/2
mutations were classified as BRCA1/2 uninformative
negative. Model probabilities of breast/ovarian cancer were
generated for all women using the Gail and Claus models
[36, 37]. BRCA1/2+ women were reminded of the benefits
and limitations of BRCA1/2 genetic testing and informed of
the risk for breast, ovarian, and other known associated
cancers. BRCA1/2+ women with a cancer history were
informed of risk for multiple primary cancers. Risks to
family members such as children and siblings were
discussed. Women were extensively informed of current

consensus guidelines regarding cancer risk management in
BRCA1/2 carriers: surveillance, prophylactic surgery, che-
moprevention, and risk avoidance/lifestyle modification.
Women who received a true negative result were told that
their relevant family history no longer contributed to their
total percentage risk of breast/ovarian cancer and that they
were at the same risk as the general population or that of
their own personal/reproductive risk factors. Risk calcula-
tions for women who received uninformative negative
results included familial and personal risks, but these women
were told that they were at no additional risk due to a known
deleterious mutation. Recommendations for future surveil-
lance and preventive options also were addressed. Women
were mailed questionnaires 1, 6, and 12 months following
result receipt, which they returned by mail.

Measures

Demographics

Age, race, religion, marital status, education, income, and
parity were assessed by self-report questionnaire.

Cancer History

We assessed whether the participant had a personal history
of cancer and whether she had undergone prophylactic
mastectomy or oophorectomy, total number of first-degree
female relatives who had been affected with or who had
died from breast or ovarian cancer, and whether the
participant had a first-degree BRCA1/2+ relative.

General Psychological Adjustment

The Center for Epidemiologic Studies—Depression Scale
(CES-D) is a 20-item questionnaire with higher scores
indicating more depressive symptoms [35]. The 20-item
Positive and Negative Affect Scales (PANAS) were used to
assess positive and negative mood during the past four
weeks [38]. Higher scores indicate greater positive and
negative mood, respectively. The State–Trait Anxiety
Inventory (SAI) was used to evaluate state anxiety [39].

Cancer-Specific Distress

The total score on the 22-item Impact of Events Scale—
Revised (IES-R) was used to evaluate cancer-specific
distress [40]. The scale assesses intrusive thoughts, avoi-
dant thoughts, and hyperarousal in relation to a specific
stressful event, in this case “your genetic testing and
counseling.” Because IES-R responses were skewed toward
lower scores, a logarithmic transformation [log(IES-R+1)]
was applied, resulting in a more normal distribution.
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At baseline, correlations between psychological adjust-
ment variables ranged in absolute magnitude from 0.35 to
0.61, p<.0001.

Data Analysis

Data from women who completed questionnaires through
the 6-month follow-up (n=155) were included in analyses,
and data were analyzed through the 12-month assessment.
Given that multilevel modeling estimates missing data,
women who did not complete the 12-month assessment (n=
25) were eligible for study inclusion.

Psychological adjustment across time was assessed as
a function of the genetic test result. Preliminary analyses,
which examined previous breast/ovarian cancer history
(i.e., affected status) and the specific negative result,
revealed no significant difference on outcomes as a
function of affected status or BRCA1/2 true negative
versus BRCA1/2 uninformative negative status; therefore,
these variables were not included in the final models.
General linear mixed modeling was conducted to assess
differences in change over time between BRCA+ and
BRCA− participants in depressive symptoms (CES-D),
positive and negative affect (PANAS+ and PANAS−),
state anxiety (SAI), and cancer-specific distress (IES-R).
Random effects of both intercept and time were tested
for each outcome measure and included in the model
based upon the model fit statistics (Akaike Information
Criterion and −2 Log Likelihoods). Each model used an
unstructured covariance structure, which allowed for
varying correlations between the random coefficients of
intercept and time.

Each dependent variable was tested using the models
with the main effects for time and BRCA1/2 status and the
interaction of time×BRCA1/2 status. We tested non-linear
trends by including the quadratic term time2, as well as an
interaction of time2×BRCA1/2 status to test for differences
in the non-linear trend as a function of BRCA status.
Analyses were performed using the PROC MIXED
procedure in SAS v 9.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

Results

Sample Characteristics

Sample characteristics are shown in Table 1. The majority
of patients were white (91%) and in a committed
relationship (81%). Approximately half the sample had an
annual household income greater than $100,000 and had
education beyond college.

The final sample included 155 women who completed
the 6-month assessment; of these, 130 provided 12-month

data. Thirty-eight (24.5%) were BRCA1/2+ and 117
(75.5%) were BRCA1/2− (96 uninformative negatives and
21 true negative). Women who had been diagnosed with
stages 1–4 breast cancer or ductal carcinoma in situ were
considered affected; 84 (54%) women were affected and 71
(46%) women were unaffected. Of BRCA1/2+ women, 25
were affected and 13 were not. Of BRCA1/2− women, 59
were affected and 58 were not. Seventeen of the affected
women were diagnosed in the same year that they
underwent testing. Fifteen women had received prophylac-
tic surgeries prior to baseline.

Baseline Group Differences and Selection of Covariates

Women with a positive test result were significantly
younger and more likely to have a BRCA1/2+ relative
than were BRCA− women (Table 1). No other significant
difference on any baseline variable emerged as a function
of test result. Three significant relations of potential
demographic and cancer-related covariates with dependent
variables emerged. Women with annual household incomes
lower than $100,000 reported more depressive symptoms
than more affluent women, F(1,147)=9.94, p=0.002. White
women reported more positive mood than other women, F
(1,150)=7.05, p=0.009. Women who were not in a
committed relationship reported less cancer-related distress
than women in a committed relationship, F(1,150)=4.99,
p=0.027. These variables were controlled in analyses of the
relevant dependent variable.

Descriptive Statistics on Psychological Variables

Table 2 displays means on outcome measures stratified by
BRCA1/2 status over time. The range of observed scores
on each measure was CES-D=0–57, PANAS+=13–50,
PANAS−=10–50, SAI=20–78, and logIES-R=0–1.45.

Effects of BRCA1/2 Status on Dependent Variables

Table 3 displays results of the mixed model analyses. As
displayed in Fig. 1, analyses revealed significant time×
BRCA1/2 status interactions for the CES-D, PANAS+,
PANAS−, and IES-R.

Depressive Symptoms

A significant interaction of time×BRCA1/2 status emerged
for the CES-D, which indicates that the slope of CES-D, F
(1,415)=4.16, p=0.042, differed significantly between
BRCA1/2+ and BRCA1/2− women. BRCA1/2+ women’s
report of depressive symptoms rose from baseline to
1 month and decreased from 6 to 12 months. BRCA1/2−
women’s CES-D scores were stable over time.
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To examine group differences in the CES-D further,
adjusted mean scores were compared between groups at
each assessment point, and percentages who reached the
cutoff of 16 suggestive of a clinically meaningful level of
depressive symptoms were examined. Depressive symp-
toms were significantly higher in BRCA1/2+ women than
BRCA1/2− women at 1 month (p=.018) and 6 months after

adjusting for income (p=0.006; comparison of unadjusted
CES-D means yielded the same findings). In addition, 24%,
36%, 34%, and 22% of BRCA+ women had CES-D scores
of 16 or above at each sequential assessment, whereas 22%,
20%, 20%, and 23% of BRCA1/2− women had scores
suggestive of clinical depression (Χ2 results: p=0.190, p=
0.005, p=0.025 and p=0.311, respectively).

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of genetic testing participants

Total (n=155) BRCA+ (n=38) BRCA− (n=117) p value

% (n) % (n) % (n)

Age at baseline
Mean (SD) 48.5 (12.4) 44.1 (9.9) 50.0 (12.9) 0.010
20–39 25.8 (40) 34.2 (13) 23.1 (27) 0.059
40–49 31.0 (48) 31.6 (12) 30.8 (36)
50–59 27.1 (42) 31.6 (12) 25.6 (30)
60–89 16.1 (25) 2.6 (1) 20.5 (24)
Racea

White 91.0 (141) 86.8 (33) 92.3 (108) 0.333
Non White 9.0 (14) 13.2 (5) 7.7 (9)
Religion
Jewish 36.8 (57) 31.6 (12) 38.5 (45) 0.444
Not Jewish 63.2 (98) 68.4 (26) 61.5 (72)
Relationship status
Married/committed 81.3 (126) 81.6 (31) 81.2 (95) 0.958
Not committed 18.7 (29) 18.4 (7) 18.8 (22)
Education
>College degree 52.9 (82) 42.1 (16) 56.4 (66) 0.125
College degree or less 47.1 (73) 57.9 (22) 43.6 (51)
Annual household incomeb

$100K+ 53.0 (80) 51.3 (19) 53.5 (61) 0.819
<$100K 47.0 (71) 48.7 (18) 46.5 (53)
Live births
Yes 70.3 (109) 65.8 (25) 71.8 (84) 0.481
No 29.7 (46) 34.2 (13) 28.2 (33)
Menopausal
Yes 48.4 (75) 44.7 (17) 49.6 (58) 0.604
No 51.6 (80) 55.3 (21) 50.4 (59)
Prophylactic mastectomya

Yes 7.1 (11) 5.3 (2) 7.7 (9) 0.999
No 92.9 (144) 94.7 (36) 92.3 (108)
Prophylactic oopherectomya

Yes 5.2 (8) 5.3 (2) 5.1 (6) 0.999
No 94.8 (147) 94.7 (36) 94.9 (111)
Total affected first-degree female relatives
0 20.6 (32) 21.1 (8) 20.5 (24) 0.160
1 61.3 (95) 71.0 (27) 58.1 (68)
2 or more 18.1 (28) 7.9 (3) 21.4 (25)
Total deaths of first-degree female relative
0 67.1 (104) 63.2 (24) 68.4 (80) 0.552
1 or more 32.9 (51) 36.8 (14) 31.6 (37)
Has BRCA1/2+ relative
Yes 26.5 (41) 50.0 (19) 18.8 (22) <0.001
No 73.5 (114) 50.0 (19) 81.2 (95)

a Fisher’s exact test
b n=4 missing income information
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Positive Mood

A significant time×BRCA1/2 status interaction indicates
that the slope of PANAS+, F(1,425)=7.02, p=0.008,
differed significantly between BRCA1/2+ and BRCA1/2−
women. The significant time2×BRCA1/2 status interaction

indicates a quadratic slope in PANAS+, F(1,425)=5.90, p=
0.015, for BRCA1/2+ women only. Positive mood de-
creased from baseline to 1 month and increased from 6 to
12 months in BRCA1/2+ women. BRCA1/2− women’s
PANAS+ scores were stable over time. Adjusting for race,
PANAS+ scores were significantly higher for BRCA1/2−

Table 2 Descriptive statistics on psychological variables

Baseline 1 month 6 months 12 months

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Total sample
n 155 146 155 130
CES-D 8.39 7.22 8.73 8.34 9.91 10.51 8.36 10.66
PANAS+ 37.89 6.96 37.98 7.59 36.99 8.22 38.86 8.56
PANAS− 17.16 6.12 16.12 6.21 17.38 7.23 15.68 6.70
SAI 30.99 10.79 32.29 11.06 34.03 12.62 31.12 12.50
IES-R 1.35 0.45 1.35 0.53 1.32 0.56 1.22 0.43
Log(IES-R+1) 0.26 0.27 0.25 0.31 0.22 0.31 0.15 0.26
BRCA1/2+
n 38 36 38 32
CES-D 9.84 8.83 12.14 9.84 13.63 12.93 10.59 12.05
PANAS+ 37.92 8.20 36.75 8.35 34.50 10.25 38.50 9.87
PANAS− 18.16 6.51 18.31 7.05 20.18 9.32 16.59 7.82
SAI 31.58 12.34 34.03 12.16 36.00 14.94 33.34 15.84
IES-R 1.41 0.49 1.55 0.61 1.56 0.77 1.39 0.48
Log(IES-R+1) 0.30 0.29 0.37 0.35 0.35 0.40 0.28 0.30
BRCA1/2−
n 177 110 117 98
CES-D 7.91 6.59 7.61 7.51 8.70 9.34 7.54 10.10
PANAS+ 37.89 6.55 38.38 7.32 37.79 7.31 39.00 8.10
PANAS− 16.84 5.99 15.41 5.77 16.47 6.18 15.33 6.30
SAI 30.81 10.30 31.73 10.67 33.38 11.77 30.41 11.14
IES-R 1.33 0.44 1.29 0.48 1.24 0.46 1.16 0.40
Log(IES-R+1) 0.24 0.27 0.20 0.29 0.18 0.27 0.11 0.23

CES-D Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale, PANAS+ Positive Affect Scale, PANAS− Negative Affect Scale, SAI State–Trait
Anxiety Inventory-State, IES-R Impact of Events Scale—Revised

Table 3 Unstandardized beta weights (standard errors) from mixed modeling analyses on psychological adjustment from baseline through 12-
month follow-up

CES-D PANAS+ PANAS– SAI Log(IES-R)

Racea – −3.53 (1.74)* – – –
Incomeb 3.01 (1.05)* – – – –
Relationship Statusc – – – – −0.09 (0.04)*
Time 0.55 (0.87) 0.06 (0.68) −0.74 (0.66) 2.40 (1.14)* −0.03 (0.03)
BRCA1/2 status 1.58 (1.35) 0.43 (1.31) 1.23 (1.14)d 0.75 (1.96) 0.05 (0.05)
Time×BRCA1/2 3.59 (1.76)* −3.66 (1.38)* 3.45 (1.33)* 2.23 (2.31) 0.14 (0.06)*
Time2 −0.15 (0.28) 0.01 (0.22) 0.18 (0.21) −0.66 (0.372) −0.003 (0.01)
Time2×BRCA1/2 −1.00 (0.56)† 1.07 (0.44)* −1.17 (0.43)* −0.56 (0.74) −0.04 (0.02)†

Covariates were selected based on their significant relations with specific dependent variables.
*p<0.05, †p<0.10
aWhite as referent
b >$100,000 as referent
cMarried or living as married as referent
d Result was significant when including only those patients who had completed a 12-month questionnaire.
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women than BRCA1/2+ women at the 6-month assessment
point (p=0.033).

Negative Mood

Both time×BRCA1/2 status and time2×BRCA1/2 status
interactions were significant. The interaction of time×
BRCA1/2 status indicates that the slope of PANAS−, F
(1,425)=6.71, p=0.010, over time differed significantly
between BRCA1/2+ and BRCA1/2− women. The signifi-
cant interaction of time2×BRCA1/2 status coupled with a
non-significant time2 term indicates a quadratic slope in
PANAS−, F(1,425)=7.45, p=0.007, for BRCA1/2+ women
only. Specifically, BRCA1/2+ women’s report of negative
mood rose from baseline to 1 month and decreased from 6
to 12 months. BRCA1/2− women’s PANAS− scores were
stable over time. Negative mood was significantly higher in
BRCA1/2+ women than in BRCA1/2− women at 1 month
(p=0.010) and 6 months (p=0.002).

State Anxiety

The main effect of time on the SAI, F(1,425)=4.45, p=.036
was significant. State anxiety increased over time for both
BRCA1/2+ and BRCA1/2− women. No interaction term
was significant.

Cancer-Related Distress

Analyses revealed a significant time×BRCA1/2 status
interaction, F(1,424)=5.20, p=0.023. Cancer-specific dis-
tress decreased steadily over time for BRCA1/2− women,
whereas it increased from baseline to 1 month and
decreased from 6 to 12 months in BRCA1/2+ women.
Adjusted cancer-related distress was higher in BRCA1/2+
than BRCA1/2− women at 1 month (p=0.001), 6 months
(p=0.001), and 12 months (p=0.005).

Discussion

The current study prospectively examined psychological
concomitants of BRCA1/2 mutation testing in a sample of
women through 1 year after result receipt. In contrast to
some prior research suggesting that psychological adjust-
ment remains unchanged in mutation carriers [12, 13, 16,
17], results revealed that BRCA1/2+ women experienced
heightened general and cancer-related distress for several
months after test result receipt relative to BRCA1/2−
women. General distress in the form of depressive
symptoms and negative mood were heightened and positive
mood declined at 1 and 6 months after result receipt for
mutation carriers relative to non-carriers. Although group
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means were within normal limits, it is notable that CES-D
scores exceeded the clinical cut-off of 16 for more than one
third of the BRCA1/2 mutation carriers at 1 and 6 months
following result receipt. At 12 months, positive and
negative mood returned to baseline levels and depressive
symptoms approached baseline for carriers, and scores
did not differ significantly between mutation carriers and
non-carriers. As hypothesized, cancer-specific distress
evidenced a similar pattern for mutation carriers and a
“relief” effect for non-carriers, diminishing over the
12 months. Thus, although cancer-specific distress was
low in general and returned to baseline for carriers, it
continued to exceed distress in non-carriers at 12 months.
Declining cancer-specific distress in non-carriers is
consistent with findings in other studies [10, 14, 17] and
with the suggestion that genetic testing may benefit
BRCA1/2− women by relieving distress related to cancer.

For mutation carriers, the immediate months after test
receipt often involve decisions about prophylactic options
and communication of results to family and friends; these
activities, accompanied by one’s own emotional and cogni-
tive processing of the result, may explain the heightened
distress observed during this period. That elevated distress
diminished by 12 months following genetic test receipt is
consistent with theories regarding the time-limited effects of
stressful life events on well-being [26, 27]. Overall, this
pattern of diminished positive mood and heightened
distress that eventually remits for BRCA1/2+ women was
evident across dependent variables and suggests that there
is a psychological adjustment period after discovering that
one carries a BRCA1/2 mutation.

It is important to consider the impact that cancer-related
distress may have on the health behaviors of both BRCA1/2+
and BRCA1/2− women. The majority of research on the
relationship between cancer-related anxiety/worry and breast
cancer screening practices suggests that higher cancer-related
anxiety predicts greater likelihood of screening [41–44];
therefore, it is possible that the elevated 12-month cancer-
related distress in BRCA1/2+ women relative to BRCA1/2−
women serves a positive function. For BRCA1/2− women,
whose cancer-related distress is significantly reduced,
reminders that cancer screening is still vital may aid in
ensuring optimal surveillance.

Reactions to genetic test results did not differ signifi-
cantly as a function of affected status or the specific
negative result, and these factors are associated inconsis-
tently with adjustment in the existing literature. It is
possible that personal cancer history and the specific
genetic result interact in complex ways over time; however,
with only 21 women who received a true negative result,
the current research likely did not have the statistical power
to reveal such differences. Another possibility is that the
particular genetic counseling context prompts differences in

findings. For example, at UCLA, counseling is individual-
ized for each woman, but true negative women are
counseled differently from uninformative negative women
in that true negative women are told that relevant family
history (i.e., affected individuals in their family who are
BRCA1/2+) no longer factors into their overall risk for
breast/ovarian cancer. Women with true negative results are
informed that they have the general population risk for
breast/ovarian cancer or the risk associated with their own
personal or reproductive risk factors. Women with uninfor-
mative negative results are counseled that their risks are not
increased due to a known BRCA1/2 deleterious mutation;
however, they still have increased risk for breast/ovarian
cancer due to their family history and their own personal/
reproductive risk factors. Genetic counselors in other
settings may place more emphasis on the possibility of a
medically relevant unidentified mutation in uninformative
negative women and thereby increase uncertainty, which is
linked to distress in the genetic testing context [45]. The
framing of medical information is influential for patients,
and it is important for researchers to describe the
counseling provided to women in order to clarify disparate
findings.

A potentially important explanation for the literature’s
somewhat inconsistent findings regarding effects of per-
sonal cancer history and the specific negative result on
reactions to genetic testing is that other parameters
associated with the individual and their interpersonal
environment condition reactions to genetic testing. In a
theoretical synthesis regarding dissemination of cancer
genomics, Hay et al. [46] posit that genetic information
becomes “cognitively and affectively personalized” (p.
277), influenced by lay and familial explanations for
disease [47], perceptions of control, and other personal
meanings. These factors might moderate or exceed the
influence of other variables, such as personal cancer history,
on reactions to genetic testing. Similarly, revisions [30] of
extant theories of well-being suggest that, rather than
automatic habituation to stressors prompting a return to
baseline well-being, individual differences such as person-
ality attributes and coping strategies explain how the
trajectory of adaptation varies after stressful events. Such
constructs deserve greater study in the genetic testing
context.

Although our findings suggest that professionals can
reassure women who receive a BRCA1/2+ result that their
distress is likely to diminish with time, approaches to
accelerate psychological recovery deserve study, particular-
ly for women who report elevated depressive symptoms.
Furthermore, the unanticipated finding that women who
were in a committed relationship experienced more cancer-
related distress while undergoing genetic testing than did
non-partnered women is notable. This relationship existed
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in the absence of any relationship between having children
and psychological adjustment, suggesting that the finding
may be due to women’s concerns over how their BRCA1/2
status might influence their partner and relationship. Further
examination of the impact of relationship status and related
constructs warrants attention. In addition, follow-up beyond
1 year would be informative. One study [48] of 65 women
revealed that anxiety and depressive symptoms increased
significantly in BRCA1/2− and BRCA1/2+ women from
1 year to approximately 5 years after testing, predicted by
cancer-specific distress, having lost a relative to breast/
ovarian cancer, less open communication about the test
result, and other factors. Future research also is necessary to
assess the generalizability of findings and implications for
intervention in groups beyond this relatively highly
educated and affluent sample, as women of lower socio-
economic status might have fewer resources to cope with
genetic testing-related stress. Finally, future studies focus-
ing on women’s medical decision making and processing of
cancer-related material in tandem with psychosocial assess-
ment will promote understanding of how changing distress
levels influence women’s behaviors related to cancer
surveillance and prevention within the genetic testing
context.
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